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Separating eqm

Answer 2: Yes and No

• Separating case: misperception causing war

• Semi-separating case: misperception & incomplete
information causing war

– Noise mitigates the problem of strategic uncertainty
by reducing the risk of D’s gamble

Is Better Information Better?

Answer 1: No

•Noise makes signals more informative

•Noisy information allows a signal to separate types

Why? Not that noisy information or misperception has beneficial effects. Rather, noise and
environment uncertainty make sure D will be uncertain about C’s types even if C fully separates
its types with “honest” signals.

Misperception and War

(A Signaling Logic of Misperception and War )

•Rational (Bayesian) players can also experience misperception

• Two types of misperception:

1. D mistakenly perceives no threat when C made a credible threat.

2. D mistakenly perceives no threat when C made a non-credible threat.

•Misperception is not a necessary or sufficient condition for war:

1. War can occur without misperception.

2. Misperception does not always lead to war.

•Misperception causes war . . . :

1. not because states exaggerates the hostility of their opponent,

2. but because states cannot reject a possibility that their perception mistakenly overestimates
their opponent’s hostility.

3. Thus, a state cannot rationally go to war just because they exaggerate a threat.

Types of Information Failure and War

(1) Incomplete information

• Private information cause strategic misrepresentation
⇒ “Residual” uncertainty leads to gambling between peace and war

• Strategic uncertainty leads to war; misperception irrelevant

(2) Misperception

•When perceiving no threat, D is not sure if her perception is correct
⇒D may be facing a threat ⇒ D resists with positive probability
⇒War ensues if C happens to be resolved.

• Environmental uncertainty leads to war

(3) Incomplete information & misperception

• Both strategic & environmental uncertainty lead to war

• Strategic uncertainty is a more severe cause of war than misperception because:

1. ∂π∗/∂σ < 0, meaning that the risk of war decreases as the signal gets more noisy.

2. p(1− σ(1− r∗)) > p/(1 + k), risk of war is higher in the baseline equilibrium.

Noisy Information Equilibrium

•Unique perfect Bayesian equilibrium with three equilibrium outcomes

• Separating case emerges (not attained in the baseline equilibrium)

•When the prior is small, some irresolute-types can’t afford to bluff

• There is a chance C bluffs → D has incentives for a gamble between BD and WAR.

•High k ≥ k∗ → harder to BD and so harder for irresolute-types to bluff.

• If information is too noisy σ < 1/2, the equilibrium collapses.

– except for the pooling case because signals are not informative and so belief-updating is not
part of the equilibrium
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Incomplete Information Equilibrium (Baseline)

•Assume σ = 1 (i.e., no noise) and common knowledge

•Unique perfect Bayesian equilibrium with two equilibrium outcomes

– Pooling and semi-separating (no fully-separating case)

•When the prior is small, some irresolute-types can’t afford to bluff.

•C may bluff =⇒ D has incentives for a gamble between BD and WAR outcomes.

Common Crisis Game with Noisy Information

(a)Generating Noisy Information

•Nature determines if information is accurate

•C’s signals are subject to errors with prob 1− σ

(b) Complication

•Room for D’s misperception of C’s signals

• Even in the absence of C’s challenge, D can take
actions {RS,CD}
• Two kinds of information failure:

1. Strategic uncertainty due to private information
and misrepresentation;

2. Environmental uncertainty due to noisy informa-
tion and misperception.
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Common Crisis/Deterrence Game

•A simplest signaling game of crisis with costly lottery

• Share key strategic elements with BdM & Lalman (1992),
Fearon (1992), Schultz (2001), Zagare & Kilgour (1993)

•One-sided incomplete information with two challenger’s
types
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The Model

Two Types of Information Failure: A Solution

Approach Types of Uncertainty Source of Uncertainty Strategic Problem

Rationalist models Strategic uncertainty Private information Misrepresentation
(manipulable)

Psychological models Environmental uncertainty Noisy information Misperception
(Bounded rationality) (non-manipulable)

•No contradictory claims between two approaches

– Misperception and mirepresentation are two different issues

• Synthesize stories ⇒ A signaling logic of misperception

– Take rationalist accounts as the baseline

– Treat origins of misperception as exogenously given

Signaling and (Mis)perception: The Problem

“. . . although one can have a theory of perception without a theory of signaling, one cannot have
the latter without the former” (Jervis 2002)

Two Approaches are Complementary

•Rationalist accounts fails to address the issue of misperception emphasized by the psychological
approach (Fearon 1992)

– Origins of private information: exogenously given

• Psychological accounts fail to distinguish between the roles played by misperception and private
information (Fearon 1992)

– Origins of misperception: motivated and unmotivated (=cognitive) biases

It Takes Two to Tango

•Rationalists focus on the sender of signals

– “Strategic logic of signaling” (cf. Jervis (1970) The Logic of Images)

• Psychologists focus on the receiver of signals

– Psychological accounts are a “pathology of (mis)perception” (cf. Jervis (1976) Perception
and Misperception)

Two Stories on Information and Uncertainty

Uniformity of as a cause of bargaining failure and war

(1) Rationalist Approach

• Incomplete information leads to war

• Incentive to misrepresent private information

• Costly signals separate types

• Information has beneficial effects

• Bayesian players rationally process information

(2) Psychological Approach

•Misperception leads to war

• Players are prone to make errors and biases

• Errors and biases = “deviation” from the “rational” baseline

• Information is noisy, inaccurate, confusing

•More information increases noisiness
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